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Cold blows the wind
Hard falls the rain
2 Those care-free days
they could not last
3 Now in my dreams
we sing once more
4 So now I brave
the cold and rain
5 As mournful tears
stream down my face

where we once walked
on Danville
we knew the end
was coming
and laugh and love
just like be
up on your grave
I pour my pain
I give my life
For your embrace
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In brighter days we'd laugh and sing
as winter's icy hand came down
until the night begets the dawn
when in the light of a silent moon
my blood flows cold
my soul slips free

our promise sealed with a golden ring
They lay my true love in the ground
I wake and find that you're still gone
I make a vow to hold you soon
Forever more I'll sleep with thee
On Danville Plain
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On Danville Plain
we'll always
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